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The Genetic Center (CGH – UCL) in the Department of the Laboratoria opens a **full-time position** for an experienced clinical geneticist. The position is open from June 1st.

The criteria to apply rely on:
- Owner of a PhD graduation in BioMedical Sciences or Recognized Geneticist’s certification from one of the European countries
- Experience in genetic counselling
- Expertise in a specific genetic field and complete knowledge on pathways/biology mechanisms of this specific area of expertise
- Author/Co-author of publications in the field of expertise for the last 3 years
- Ability to work in a team/multidisciplinary approach
- French speaking and writing are mandatory since 90% of the patients and correspondence are francophone and in french, respectively
- Ability to teach and present data to pairs, medical trainees, students
- Experience in Quality systems that regulate laboratory practices and ISO15189 Regulation, in particular

While submitting your application, you ask to possibly be part of one of the 8 national genetic center in Belgium made of clinics, academic (medical school) ; research and institutional activities. The settings are part of diagnostic processes that cover all aspects of medical genetics (PGD, prenatal, post-natal, acquired oncology and haematology as constitutional and cytogenetic as molecular biology). Our Genetic Center is actively part in 11 ERN inside ‘Institut des Maladies rares/ Rare diseases Institute’.

Our Genetic center works inside Accreditation system based on ISO15189 regulation and a continuing process of improvement of the Quality. Our team is made of 40 technicians, 8 scientists and 3 doctors. Weekly staffs (medical and scientists) are part of the agenda of activities.

The salary as financial incomes are defined by length of service, diploma, ...and precisely defined by the ‘Statutes’ at Les Cliniques universitaires Saint Luc. These information will be easily calculated once your application is provided.

**Application file should include:**
- Motivation letter
- Updated curriculum vitae
- 3 recommendation letters
- 3 reference with coordinates for direct contact

**We ask you to send your application record to the e mail address:** yves.sznajer@uclouvain.be
- Title ‘Subject’ : Geneticist Application

Sincerely,

Yves Sznajer
Chef du Service et Coordonnateur
yves.sznajer@uclouvain.be